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THE TRUTH

Unpacking the SA
loyalty landscape

H

istorically, it seems, it hasn’t exactly been difficult to
convince South Africans to join loyalty programmes.
Data analysed from the 2019/20 Truth & BrandMapp
The SA Loyalty Landscape Whitepaper tells us that 72% of
South Africans, whoare economically active, are using loyalty
programmes. While this is a slight decline on 2018’s figures, it
is a 7% points decline in loyalty programme usage since 2017.
This, the report suggests is intricately linked to overall consumer
spend and confidence in South Africa, in a more economically
unstable environment. So how can companies best retain and
leverage the members they have on their programmes?
Artificial intelligence is enabling brands to understand
consumers better, provide targeted incentives and bring more
nuance into their offerings Companies with naturally broad
customer bases can benefit from using this technology to
understand the vast realms of data that can be mined from
this base. Take financial services, for example, where the big
banks are constantly sizing up against one another. Social
media is, unsurprisingly, an increasingly indispensable tool for
reaching and communicating with consumers. Regardless of
technological advancements, though, some issues remain the
same. Take the question of tiers in loyalty schemes, and how
best to apply them. There is no one-size-fits-all approach.
It remains, like so much in this industry, a balancing act. In
our 2022 release of the Loyalty and Rewards SA magazine, we
explore these issues and more.
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T

he Truth and BrandMapp 2021 The
SA Loyalty Landscape Whitepaper
reports that the average number of
loyalty programmes to which South
African consumers belong is 8.7. This
means that there are over 100 million loyalty
programme memberships in a country with
around 12 million economically active people
with a household income of over R10 000
per month. Figuring out who benefits most
from all these loyalty programme memberships
can be quite intricate.
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OPEN LOOP VERSUS
CLOSED LOOP: WHO WINS?
MICHAEL LEVINSOHN, MD of Legacy Lifestyle, unpacks the
differences and benefits of the open-loop versus closed-loop
business models

DIFFERENT FEATURES AND BENEFITS

The starting point is to understand that there
In an open-loop programme, rewards
are essentially two types of loyalty programme
earned at one partner can be redeemed at
structures: closed loop and open loop. In
any of the other partners in the network. The
a closed-loop loyalty programme, rewards
obvious benefit for customers is choice and
earned at the retailer who owns and operates
the ability to decide at which partners to spend
the programme can only be spent at that
those rewards.
retailer – the rewards are not interchangeable.
Open-loop programmes by definition create
Open-loop programmes are mostly run as part
ecosystems where retailers or partners in
of a coalition where noncompeting brands
noncompetitive verticals collaborate. For
BUILDING ON TRUST
allow their customers to earn and spend
example, a bank, a mobile phone network,
There are several ways to
Companies can make
across the network of coalition brands. The
a food retailer and a fuel retailer would form
communicate with customers on
mistakes around social media,
two programme types have vastly different
a coalition to cross-sell their products and
social media, according to research
such as chasing vanity stats
features and benefits, for both the members
services to one another’s customers.
by Harvard Business Review.
(caring more about numbers of
and the programme operators.
The major benefit of open-loop programmes
• Relational posts target a tribe of
followers than their relevance
A closed-loop programme is essentially
for the partners is that they can grow their
customers, not just individuals.
to the brand). But a more
a discount programme because the retailer
market share because they have access
• Intellectual posts encourage
common error is to treat social
or partner providing the benefit incurs the cost
to a larger base of customers through their
conscious mental processing,
media as yet another marketing channel.
of running the programme and absorbing the
marketing alliance. The costs of developing
using
humour,
problem-solving
“Social media is the mesh that pulls all of
discount on offer. In a closed-loop programme,
and running an open-loop programme are
or creativity.
your communications together,” says Mike
F IN A NCI A L SERV
ICES
the objective is to increase the number of
also shared between the partners, leading to
• Behavioural posts focus on
Saunders, CEO of marketing agency Digitlab.
ADDING FOCUS
customers and ensure their long-term loyalty
better economics for them and resulting in a
activities or interactions with a
“Brands tend to treat it as a channel and
Once that social currency exists with
to the programme operator’s brand.
business model that has longevity.
product or service.
communicate through it, but they don’t always
customers, one can start promoting loyalty
This model has many challenges; some
• Sensory posts use media content
accept that it’s more fluid than that. That’s the
programmes and messaging on more nuanced
are systemic and very hard to overcome. For
CURRENCY
to stimulate the senses.
biggest challenge: solving brand loyalty inside
levels by targeting specific audiences, says
s of February 2021, FNB has awarded
example, in a struggling economy where there
Another critical aspect of all loyalty
• Emotional posts generate moods
social media is an organisational conversation,
Zanetti. “We have Nelson Mandela University
its customers more than R15-billion
is no growth, closed-loop programmes often
programmes is the currency of the
or
feelings.
not a channel conversation.”
as a client. They’ve got a digital team that’s
over 20 years. The eBucks partner
South
Africa’s
10 customers
most popularprogramme. There has been a proliferation
end up discounting
to their
existing
managing their social media, and they
network includes all major categories
fi
nancial
services
loyalty
and not growing their customer base. In
of virtual currencies in the form of beans,
ring-fenced an application campaign where
in retail and online, incorporating
programmes
addition, customers
continually are:
have higher
bucks, miles and points. The obvious benefit
they’re trying to get matrics to apply. We’re
from the start, preferably with an agency tohealth, groceries and fuel, where FNB
FNB
eBucks
expectations, so1.they
expect
bigger and better
for the issuer of these virtual currencies is the
driving a social media campaign specific to
help guide the process. “It’s important to have
customers earn up to 15 per cent at Clicks
Discovery
Vitality
benefits, which 2.
means
the cost of
the discount
ability to change what is referred to as the
that, using the existing platforms, but then
a proper social media partner to do that. There
and Shoprite/Checkers and up to R8 per litre
3. Standard
UCount
Enhanced tiers are becoming
or reward continually
increases,Bank
making
the
“attainability horizon”, which in essence is
also doing digital campaigns, targeting
are lots of tools and nifty techniques that can
at Engen.
4. Absa Rewards
more important to customers in
programme unsustainable
over time.
the number of virtual currency units necessary
content at a very specific audience. We’re
be used. Social media is incredibly dynamic. Johan Moolman, eBucks CEO, says the
5. Nedbank Greenbacks
loyalty programmes. According
to receive or pay for an advertised benefit.
not throwing everything together
Since agencies deal with it success of their programme lies in the fact
6. Old Mutual Rewards
to Bond Brand Loyalty’s Loyalty
In most cases, over time, the economic
on one platform and hoping for
daily, we can see the changes
that membership is free, eBucks never expire,
7. Momentum Multiply
Report 2021, three out of five
value of the units is adjusted so that the cost of
the best.”
in the tools and the new and that the programme is designed to offer
8. Mr Price Money Insiders issuing the benefits is reduced. For example,
customers will do more business
Strategy is vital in an
additions and features.”
its customers real and
9. Sanlam Reality
with a brand if they have access
five years ago, you needed 100 000 air miles
ever-evolving, nuanced
Above all, adds Saunders,
meaningful value. “We
10. Investec Rewards
to an enhanced tier.
to fly to Europe. Today, you need 200 000 air
social media landscape,
remember that social mediaalso offer customers
Source: Truth and BrandMappmiles. The added reality is that the percentage
Such members are 2.9 times
says Nicolas Baker, Stratitude’s
is about conversations. If the simplest and
2021 The SA Loyalty
more likely to consider a brand
of customers who can benefit from virtual
digital business unit director.
you want to ensure a loyaltywidest range of
Landscape Whitepaper
loyal to them than customers on
currencies also decreases over time. In other
“To develop that strategy, don’t
programme attracts new earning rewards, and
entry tiers.
words, customers end up spending more to
Sylvia
hand social media to a junior
members, then “the one give them the widest
Zanetti
get less, and fewer customers benefit. This is
Banking
loyalty programmes
staff member. Design it right
train of thought is are
to try andchoice by far when it
become
more and more comes to spending
some of the most
entrenched
Johan
Moolman
Again,
bringcountry.
this down to thattheir eBucks.”
eBucks Rewards customers, on the other
andpersonable.
integrated
in Ithe
trust conversation because trust is a human Launched in 2013
hand, can access multiple value-added
THANDO
PATO finds out how
attribute. And social media is about connecting
and with over one million subscribers, Standard
benefits that include R500 grocery vouchers,
two banks
incentivise
customers
– SYLVIA ZANETTI, STRATITUDE
with humans,
not just addressing
them.” Bank’s UCount Rewards is a tiered, opt-in
quarterly complimentary vouchers from
rewards programme that rewards customers
Wimpy, 40 per cent off selected flights and
to use their programmes
who use their Standard Bank credit, cheque
car hire, and complimentary access to airport
Michael Levinsohn
or debit card. “Customers only require a
lounges, to name a few.
26 L O YA LT Y & R E W A R D S
rewards card to redeem their points, not to
earn them,” says Fayelizabeth Foster, head of
HOW DO THESE AFFECT BANKING BEHAVIOUR?
loyalty and rewards at Standard Bank. Foster
Moolman says FNB’s goal is to be the
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35 money manager in South
says
subscribers
earn
up
to
1.25
per
cent
in
leading
trusted
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rewards for every swipe they make, which can
Africa. “eBucks Rewards is the vehicle that
increase to 20 per cent at selected retailers,
helps us drive good
and up to R5 back in rewards points for fuel
financial behaviour by
and oil at Caltex.
rewarding and giving value
back to the customer. We
help our customers become
HOW ARE CUSTOMERS INCENTIVISED?
financially independent
Foster says UCount subscribers are
by rewarding sound
incentivised based on their banking behaviour
financial behaviour.”
and entrenchment with the bank. “The more
By subscribing to UCount
products and services the customer has with
Fayelizabeth
Foster
Rewards, Standard Bank
the bank, the higher their tier and the more
customers are encouraged
rewards points can be earned.”
to use the banking app, which Foster says is
The UCount platform on the Standard
more cost effective. In addition, customers
Bank app also provides personalised offers to
have the option to save or invest their reward
subscribers such as Goals and Gains. “This
points, or redeem them to reduce their
is where customers can achieve a goal and
instalments on personal loans.
choose between bonus rewards points or
vouchers as a gain,” explains Foster. “Every
first and third Wednesday of the month,
customers receive a personalised offer with
a goal, and have a specified period in which
to complete it in order to
claim their benefit in the
form of bonus rewards
points or a voucher.”

JAMES FRANCIS looks at how
social media can help boost
loyalty programmes

Sylvia Zanetti, MD of brand
agency Stratitude, agrees,
noting that companies
often use social media for
broadcasting a message.
“That approach doesn’t build
social currency, which is the
trust customers place in the
message companies put out
Mike
Saunders
and how others view that
brand. If a company isn’t
trusted on social media, it will struggle to
promote loyalty programmes.”

DID YOU KNOW?

How SA
banks are
keeping
customers
loyal

FAST FACT

A

“IF A COMPANY ISN’T TRUSTED ON SOCIAL MEDIA, IT WILL STRUGGLE TO PROMOTE
LOYALTY PROGRAMMES.”

In a struggling economy where
there is no growth, closed-loop
programmes often end up discounting
to their existing customers and not
growing their customer base.

DID YOU KNOW?

16

all counterintuitive to consumers, but a necessity
for issuers of virtual currencies.
Legacy Lifestyle’s open-loop, cashback model
is proving both viable and sustainable in these
challenging times. Our year-on-year growth
shows that we are the fastest-growing open-loop
programme in the country. Our members earn
cashback, not points, at all of our partners, and
they can take their cashback and spend it at any
of the partners in the Legacy Lifestyle network.
And a rand is always a rand, so our members
know exactly what the value of the reward is each
time they shop.

The major benefit of open-loop programmes for the partners is that they
can grow their market share because they have access to a larger base of
customers through their marketing alliance.
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ou don’t have to go far to encounter
a loyalty programme. As competition
grows in a strained economy, more
and more companies are pushing
loyalty programmes to retain and
attract customers.
Loyalty programmes can have a profound
impact on sales. According to Bond Brand
Loyalty, 73 per cent of customers say they are
more likely to recommend a brand with a good
loyalty programme, while 80 per cent say they
are more likely to stick with a brand due to
its good loyalty programme, and 68 per cent
even adjust their spending to maximise their
programme benefits.
Social media platforms can be a powerful
way to encourage more loyalty members.
For example, Clicks customers can now
conveniently sign up for its ClubCard via
WhatsApp. But social media
can be tricky, and companies
often get the synergy wrong.
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